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Estrogen-Repelling Zone Discovered in Dinkytown
“It’s a place women can’t, won’t and will not get near…”
(Dinkytown, USA) Recently NSA-sponsored surveillance activities
has identified a partial city block in which estrogen-repelling
energy waves are springing outward in electromagnetic pulses and
causing co-eds to divert their walking patterns to avoid this social
wasteland. “This is worse than the Pioneer Hall incident during the
University’s academic year 1974-1975,” said historian Gary Lazarz.
“This Dinkytown incident makes the legendary Pioneer Hall event
look like a frantic Catholic school sock hop.”

2014 Reader Predictions
 “The Andy Ulseth and Sarah
Barnett weddings will compete
against each other for the social
event of the year.” (Maggie Sears)
 “Cate DeLaRosa will drastically
reduce the number of times she
will be asked to leave fine dining
establishments.” (Annie Dyste)
 “Neil and Barb Goodwin’s nomadic
lifestyle will continue through the
entire year and 2015 is not looking
like a lock either” (The West Metro
Contractor Association)
 Faribault’s Immaculate Conception
class picnic will be cancelled due to
a majority of the ex-faculty are
“indisposed or under indictment.”

Famous epidemiologist and known lady’s man, James Batchelder,
stated due to “an anomaly, such as combination of questionable
hygiene practices, glacial-like attempts at focused babe interaction
and an ability to close” collided together and sent out Dave
Burrows-like waves which forcibly direct young coeds around and
away from this social black hole. “We need a counter-acting
individual babe-focused energy source,” said Batchelder, “that can
act as an anti-matter to release energy and allow the inhabitants
(see left) a remote chance at meeting chicks. I think we are calling
babe legends Steve Ulseth or Dean Lohrmann to counteract the
current situation. When asked to describe his love life, University
senior John McGrory paused and said, “Mainly hypothetical.”

